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RECENT BOOKS OF NOTE
Let the Oppressed Go Free, 1861-1867, Volume V of The Letters of William Lloyd Garrison.
Edited by Walter M-:-Merrill. Harvard. $37.50.
Professor Merrill of the English Department at Drexel University worked with the
late Louis Ruchames, and in their original scheme this volume was one of three assigned
to editor Merrill. A final volume for the period 1868-1879 is planned.
Selected Studies in Bibliography, by G. Thomas Tanselle. University Press of Virginia,
Box 3608, Univ. Station, Charlottesville, Va. 22903. $15. 506 pp.
This work includes Tanselle's incisive essay on "Editing of Historical Documents,"
"Some Principles of Editorial Apparatus," and other writings which have provoked much new
thinking within the editing profession. A sample:
Scholarly editors may disagree about many things, but they are in general
agreement that their goal is to discover exactly what an author wrote and to
determine what form of his work he wished the public to have. There may be
some difference of opinion about the best way of achieving that goal; but if
the edition is to be a work of scholarship -- a historical reconstruction -the goal itself must involve the author's "intention." The centrality of that
concept to scholarly editing can be illustrated by W. W. Greg's "The Rationale
of Copy-Text," which, in the quarter century since it first appeared, has established itself as the most influential document in modern editorial theory.*
. • . Although Greg did not address himself to the question of a precise definition of "author's intention," it is clear from such a sununary that he considered
the goal of an edition -- and he was speaking of an "old-spelling critical
edition" -- to be the reconstruction of a text representing the author's final
wishes about the version of his work to be presented to the public.
(*Greg's essay appeared fn Studies in Bibliography, III, 19-36).
Published by the Bibliographical Society of the University of Virginia.
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first year the ADE Newsletter has been, like all first efforts, a bit
probably paid too little attention to some important aspects of docuIt seems to me that our rapid growth as an organization proved that the
are not meeting our demands, but it may be too ambitious to aspire to
regular journal. Perhaps subsidies for books dealing with the editorial
a better way to spend our funds.

One problem we ought to face directly is the indifferent quality of the reviews for
edited works. Many journals tend to ignore a documentary project once it is fully
launched, while others allow years (sometimes decades) to lapse before they get around to
printing an insipid review, oftentimes by a scholar whose qualifications are in a wholly
different field of study (but chronologically right). Thus we discern a singsong quality
about most reviews, either full of cliches about "meeting the usual high standards," or
carping criticisms, or quick brushoffs. Meanwhile the New York Times Sunday book section
goes on its way, treating most editorial projects as the work of a few, for the few, and
by the few.
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What is the result? One, I fear, is that we have fallen into some deep ruts. We
need some shaking. Intelligent reviews, sharply critical essays, and the full attention
of our peers would do wonders for the field of documentary editing. We need to ask more
questions about our audiences, and less about our subsidies. We ought to be more worried
about the sales figures, and less concerned about writing great proposals. Some of us are
being smothered £y red tape. If the reviews of our work had a proper place in the scholarly
professions, perhaps-we would not need to worry about where our next grant was coming from
-- and that would be a sign of genuine progress.
R. A. Rutland
NHPRC RESEARCH STAFF INTERN PROGRAM AVAILABLE
The intern program of the Research Staff of the National Historical Publications and
Records Commission has been designed for senior level undergraduate and graduate students
in American history, American studies, and archives administration. The program provides
a multi-faceted experience for the participant. Interns do not receive any financial
assistance. They do receive a unique education in historical research using original
manuscript materials. Academic arrangements, i.e., receiving credit toward a degree, must
be made by the student with his or her department and/or university. For further information write Mary A. Giunta, Supervisor, Research Staff, NHPRC, National Archives, Washington,
D.C. 20408.

